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Welcome to the Winter 2023
Enrichment Session!

The Janney Enrichment Program (JEP) offers a wide array of classes for students in PK through 5th grade. We aim
to offer opportunities for students of different ages and interests. If you think an after-school activity would be

fun for your child, please look through these classes with them to see if they are interested in any offerings.

Winter 2023 Session Schedule
The session will run from January 9 to March 17,

with a makeup week for any missed classes
from March 20-24.

Monday classes: 8 weeks (No class Jan 16, Feb 20)   

Tuesday classes: 9 weeks (No class Feb 21) 

Wednesday classes: 8 weeks (No class Jan 25, Feb 22)

Thursday classes: 8 weeks (No class Feb 23, March 9)  

Friday classes: 8 weeks (No class Feb 24, March 10)

JEP tries to make up all classes missed due to inclement weather
and other unforeseen events, but we cannot guarantee being able

to make up all classes. 
There may be some changes in the online catalog due to

cancellations, additional offerings, or scheduling rearrangements. 

Please note: there will be no enrichment classes on
days when school is closed; this includes the

February Break from Feb 20-Feb 24!  

Enrichment Policies
Registration 

Registration for enrichment classes will open at 8:00 pm on
Monday, November 21 and take place through the Parent

Dashboard on CampSite:
janneyplus.campmanagement.com

 

Hot Tip : If your family is new to Janney or you just haven't participated in
Janney Plus programs before (JAC, Enrichment, Language, Camps) create an

account and complete your online family forms before the registration window
opens. Spots in classes can fill up fast!

 

For all classes, registrations are accepted on a first come, first
served basis. Classes are subject to minimum and maximum

enrollments, so early registration is strongly encouraged. Once a
class is filled to capacity, registrants will be placed on a waitlist. If
space in the class becomes available, registrants will be notified
by email and should conform their intent to enroll in the class. If
no response is received by the requested time, the space will be

offered to the next person on the waitlist. 

Payment 
Full payment for classes is required at time of

registration on the Janney Plus CampSite page. 
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Program Information
Tuition Assistance

Tuition assistance is available for families with
financial need. Families should email

plused@janneyschool.org with any requests. 

Enrichment Schedule
Enrichment classes are one hour long and take place

once a week from 3:30-4:30pm. Students are
transitioned to the enrichment check-in area by their
teacher at dismissal and eat a snack during check-in. 

Enrichment dismissal takes place on the field at
4:30pm. Students who are enrolled in JAC the

afternoon of their enrichment class will be
transitioned to meet their JAC group and all other
students will be waiting to be signed out by their

adult. All individuals listed as parents on their
family's CampSite profile automatically have a

dismissal PIN that they will use to sign their students
out. Parents can add other adults as authorized

pickups on CampSite; these individuals will receive
their own PIN to use at checkout. 

Refund and Cancellation Policy
JEP reserves the right to cancel classes due to insufficient
enrollment. In the event of a cancellation, the JEP director

will notify families near the end of the enrollment
window (December 12). Parents will have the option to
receive a full refund or transfer into another class with

openings.
Refunds are given for registrations canceled before the

second class meeting of the session. This refund amount
is the total class tuition minus a 20% nonrefundable

deposit and a $25 cancellation fee. Unenrollments after
the second class meeting will not be refunded.

Requests to transfer to a different enrichment class must
be made before the second class meeting.

School Closures
If school is cancelled due to inclement weather,

enrichment classes will not be held.  

Makeup Classes
All classes have one makeup class built in the week of

March 20-March 24 in case the class has to be cancelled
one week. Makeup classes take place on the same day of

the week that the class was held on. Families will be
contacted before the makeup class to remind them. 
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Sports Classes
Monday

 Volleyball — TGA Premier 
 Grades 2-5                                                                $270
This volleyball class will combine athletics, academics, and life lessons for a fun

and educational experience. We incorporate station-based athletic skill
development, STEAM Labs to explore educational concepts through volleyball,
and key life lessons including: teamwork, sportsmanship, perseverance, and

leadership.

Tennis — TGA Premier
Grades PK-1                                                          $300
In this tennis class, we will combine athletics, academics, and life lessons for
a fun and educational experience. We incorporate station-based athletic skill
development, STEAM Labs to explore educational concepts through tennis,
and key life lessons including: teamwork, sportsmanship, perseverance, and

leadership.

Tuesday

Basic Tae Kwon Do — Master Lee's Martial Arts
Grades K-2                                                                $290

Students will participate in a series of drills and skills that work on their
strength, flexibility and endurance. They will also increase their coordination,

reflexes, and athletic skills. Best of all, they will love the excitement of learning
Tae Kwon Do kicks, forms, and self defense techniques. No two classes are

alike, and your child will look forward to each class. 

Flag Football — Trax Sports
Grades 2-5                                                                $290

These sessions will be an hour of skills, drills and scrimmages and just a lot of
active fun. Get your student outside this winter for some football!

Fit Club — Luke Kovacs 
Grades 2-5                                                                $260
Students will build  their cardiovascular endurance through running and other
activities and get stronger with a variety of exercises using their body weight

and equipment. They might spend one day working on running endurance and
the next on team-building exercises.

Wednesday
Soccer — Soccer Shots 
Grades PK-1                                                                 $260

Soccer Shots Premier focuses on individual skill, fitness, and sportsmanship,
providing an opportunity for children to be challenged through fun games and

team interaction. Children will also be introduced to competition in a
developmentally-appropriate manner. 

Gymnastics — Power Tots 
Grades PK-1                                                            $270

Get ready to tumble, roll, and stand on your hands! Power Tots gymnastics
classes build a strong foundation of basic skills. Children love exploring

equipment like the balance beam, parallel bar, parachute, springboard, and
vaulting blocks. Skills learned include forward rolls, backwards rolls,

handstands, a variety of jumps (learning to jump), cart- wheels, balance beam
skills, and so much more!

 

 Soccer — Excite Soccer
 Grades 3-5                                                                     $260

Children will be encouraged to develop their mental, physical, and social
abilities through creative soccer games and other activities taught by highly

experienced staff; all trained in working with young children. Participants will
learn individual skills, teamwork, and most importantly, have fun! Our

emphasis is on mastering basic coordination and agility with and without a
soccer ball, as well as providing a confidence-building environment. 

Class Types:
Sports (pages 3-4)

Drama (page 5)
Movement & Dance (page 6)
STEAM and STEM (page 7)

Art (pages 8-9)
Cooking (page 10)
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Sports Classes

Friday
Soccer — Excite Soccer 
Grades PK-K                                                                $260

Children will be encouraged to develop their mental, physical, and social
abilities through creative soccer games and other activities taught by highly

experienced staff; all trained in working with young children. Participants will
learn individual skills, teamwork, and most importantly, have fun! Our

emphasis is on mastering basic coordination and agility with and without a
soccer ball, as well as providing a confidence-building environment. 

Taekwondo — Trax Sports
Grades 2-5                                                                   $260

Students will practice the Korean martial art characterized by its emphasis on
head-height kicks, jumping and spinning kicks, and fast kicking techniques. They

will work on developing a series of skills that will work on their endurance,
flexibility, and strength, along with increasing their coordination and reflexes.

Tennis — TGA Premier
Grades 2-5                                                               $270
In this tennis class, we will combine athletics, academics, and life lessons for a

fun and educational experience. We incorporate station-based athletic skill
development, STEAM Labs to explore educational concepts through tennis,
and key life lessons including: teamwork, sportsmanship, perseverance, and

leadership.

Floor Hockey- Active Play  
Grades 3-5                                                                  $260
Dribble, pass, shoot and score this winter with Active Play! Students will test
their hockey skills as they compete against each other in various games and
drills. This class is fun, high energy, and a high endurance activity. Your kid

has what it takes to be a Stanley Cup Champion!

Thursday

Basketball — Trax Sports
Grades 2-5                                                        $260

Students will learn the fundamentals of basketball from our experi
enced coaches. Through fun drills and games, students will be taught

the proper technique for shooting, dribbling, passing, and
rebounding, as well as how to play outstanding defense. Most

importantly, we teach our athletes the value of sportsmanship by
showing them how to be good teammates on and off the court.

 Floor Hockey- Active Play  
Grades K-2                                                                  $260
Dribble, pass, shoot and score this winter with Active Play! Students will test
their hockey skills as they compete against each other in various games and
drills. This class is fun, high energy, and a high endurance activity. Your kid

has what it takes to be a Stanley Cup Champion!

Soccer — Excite Soccer
Grades 1-3                                                                     $260

Children will be encouraged to develop their mental, physical, and social
abilities through creative soccer games and other activities taught by highly

experienced staff; all trained in working with young children. Participants will
learn individual skills, teamwork, and most importantly, have fun! Our

emphasis is on mastering basic coordination and agility with and without a
soccer ball, as well as providing a confidence-building environment. 

Class Types:
Sports (pages 3-4)

Drama (page 5)
Movement and Dance (page 6)

STEAM and STEM (page 7)
Art (page 8)

Cooking (page 9)
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Drama Classes
Tuesday

Stories Come to Life: Fractured Fairytales- Arts on the Horizon 
Grades PK-2                                                                                                               $290
Join Arts on the Horizon for an after-school class as we dive into a journey through some of our favorite stories!  

Using our Actor Tools (body, voice, and imagination), we will make the worlds and characters from our most
beloved stories come to life!

Thursday

Acting Skills - Imagination Stage
Grades 3-5                                                               $280

 In Acting Skills, students focus on creating sustainable and believable
characters and truthful actions for the stage. Students participate in a variety
of fun exercises that work on physical control, human behavior observations,

and realistic actions and reactions. Through games and activities, students
build a strong and caring ensemble and create an environment of trust

where they can effectively explore, make big choices, and take risks! 

Superhero Adventures- Imagination Stage
Grades PK-2                                                              $280

Answer the call to action in this enthralling class. Students use their body,
voice, mind, and imagination to create their own super hero, explore stories,

and solve problems with their super teammates. The class uses dramatic
play, visual arts, and movement to teach story structure and original

character building. There is no stopping us as we embark on this great
superhero adventure. 

Class Types:
Sports (pages 3-4)
Drama (page 5)

Movement and Dance (page 6)
STEAM and STEM (page 7)

Art (pages 8-9)
Cooking (page 10)
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Wednesday
Musical Theater- Musicfully 
Grades 2-5                                                                                                                $290

Join Musicfully this winter for musical theater training as we perform our Broadway hit musical. Our students
will get the full experience of being in a show: the backstage process, musical numbers with choreography, and

scenery. All these elements will be used in the final show! It will be the performance of the season. Join us!



Yoga - Power Tots 
Grades PK-1                                                              $270

In yoga, we explore fun poses each week as we take a new adventure! We
begin with a modified sun salutation, next, children then use their

imagination to explore shapes and poses. Instructors keep the children
engrossed by guiding movements and illuminating what is happening in

their bodies. Poses learned include cobra, camel, downward dog, cat pose,
tree, warrior I, II, & III, child’s pose, and many more!

 

Movement and Dance Classes

Beginner Ballet - Tommie Shaw & Co
Grades 1-3                                                                  $280

Beginner Ballet class is designed for younger ballet students of both
genders. The class starts with a basic ballet center barre, followed by basic
center floor ballet steps and simple ballet combinations moving across the
floor. Beginner adagio, petit allegro and very simple grand allegro steps are

introduced. French ballet terms are spoken and taught in the class and
primarily classical music is used for accompaniment in this class.

Monday

Tuesday

Yoga - Tommie Shaw & Co
Grades 2-5                                                              $270

Students will learn the basics of yoga in a fun, relaxing environment. The
course will focus on basic yoga poses which strengthen the body, release
tension and calm the mind. Yoga class is a great way for students to relax
after a long school day, in a non-competitive and positive environment.

 

Wednesday

Class Types:
Sports (pages 3-4)

Drama (page 5)
Movement and Dance (page 6)

STEAM and STEM (page 7)
Art (pages 8-9)

Cooking (page 10)
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Thursday

Beginner Hip Hop - Tommie Shaw & Co  
Grades 1-3                                                                  $280
Hip Hop is a high-energy dance form that uses the latest sounds in rap, R&B,
and pop music and is perfect for boys and girls who love to move! This fun-

filled class immerses students in all aspects of motion, developing their
balance, coordination, and strength, as well as promoting creativity,

teamwork, and self-esteem.

Friday
Drama & Movement in Spanish- Ms. Karen Morales Chacana 
Grades PK-2                                                                 $260

Students will find themselves discovering the world of drama and learning Spanish with
Ms. Karen! They will work together to act out their own stories, using creative drama,

music, movement, and visual art to bring these stories to life! 

Ultimate Dance Fitness - Kidz in Motion 
Grades PK-3                                                              $260

This class will be set in a creative dance fitness environment where the
students will spend the class learning different exercises to kid friendly

songs and dance moves. Children do get a work out from this class!

Pre-Ballet - CityDance Pop
Grades PK-K                                                              $270

Little dancers learn the basis of ballet and tap in this class. Dancers will be
focusing on basic terminology, rhythm recall, and using their imagination as

they explore the world of dance!



STEAM & STEM Classes

Crazy Chemistry - Mr. Bond's Science Guys
Grades K-2                                                               $270

Budding chemists conduct hands-on experiments connecting real-world
materials with scientific principles. Students will learn about the elements on
our interactive Periodic Table, make their own slime recipes, mix eruptions,

explosions, and even make elephant toothpaste! 

Monday

Space Explorers - iSTEAM Afterschool
Grades 2-5                                                                    $315

In the STE(A)M Space Explorers class, young astronauts will launch a rocket into
space, learn about moon phases, make models of planets, constellations, solar

eclipses, moon craters and more. We will learn about kinetic energy, gravity, force,
trajectory, acceleration, velocity, hemispheres, force, shock, absorption, orbits and so

much more. We will discover how these forces shape the world around us!
 

Tuesday

Chess - DMV Chess
Grades K-2                                                               $290

Students will learn the basics of chess in this fun class for beginners. They
will participate in drills that will help them learn strategy and play 

Friday
 Secret Agent Lab- Mad Science
Grades K-3                                                                                                          $315

Ever wanted to be a detective? Do you think you have what it takes to discover "who done it"? If so, this
class is for you! From secret communications and detective crime science to the inner workings of our cells
and cool chemistry, this program is sure to make you go hmm! Each class, we will sleuth out the answers to

everyday mysteries.

Minecraft Engineering - PlayWell Teknologies
Grades K-2                                                               $270

Venture into the world of Minecraft in our unique LEGO® experience. Get
ready to build your base, craft your tools, use your Minecart to harvest raw

resources, and battle to stop the Ender Dragon from ending the world. Come
explore the endless possibilities of LEGO® with a trained Play-Well

instructor.
 

Pokemon Engineering - PlayWell Teknologies
Grades 2-5                                                                   $270
Calling all Pokémon trainers! With the Pokémon Championship approaching,
join our enthusiastic Play-Well Instructors as we build and catch our favorite
Pokémon, rescue Pikachu from Team Rocket, take a ride on the S.S. Anne to
uncover rare and mystic Pokémon, and battle to see who will hold the title of

Pokémon Master. Come along on our journey to catch ‘em all!
 

Wednesday

Class Types:
Sports (pages 3-4)

Drama (page 5)
Movement and Dance (page 6)

STEAM and STEM (page 7)
Art (pages 8-9)

Cooking (page 10)
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Art Classes

Origami for Beginners - Ms. Margaret Xavier
Grades 1-2                                                                   $260

Join our Origami club where you will learn the art of paper folding. Each
week we will learn to create unique three-dimensional objects from flat

pieces of colorful square paper that you can take home and share. Begin-
ners are welcome. Come have fun and relax as you fold.

 

Monday

Art! Inspired by Artists - Ms. Oda Solms  
Grades K-2                                                              $290
Calling all budding artists! Each week, students will learn about a new artist,
and will create their own artwork with similar styles and techniques. Artists

include Picasso, Kandinsky, Mondrian, Basquiat and O’Keeffe.

Tuesday
Paper Art w. Scissors - Mr. Nick Ledyard
Grades 2-3                                                                         $290

By second and third grade, students have a better grasp of scissors and how to cut
with greater precision. Why not apply those skills to making paper art?! Students will

use scissors to cut construction paper and adhere it together to create their own
paper art. During the session, students will create mosaics, collages, and greeting

cards.

Wednesday

Torn Paper Art - Mr. Nick Ledyard
Grades PK-1                                                              $260

Little fingers don’t need to worry about the skills of cutting with scissors to
enjoy making paper art. Students will work with pre-torn paper as well as

have the opportunity to tear their own pieces of paper, using glue to adhere
their creations. The session will cover the creation of Mosaics, Collages,

Paper Flowers, and Greeting Cards.
 

Paws, Claws, & Hooves I - Abrakadoodle
Grades PK-K                                                            $260

Calling all animal lovers! Bring your imagination and we will provide a
ROAAAAARing experience! Make your favorite animals come to life using

paints, collage, sculpture and more, while learning about animal habits and
habitats. Whether it’s a growl or a meow, it will be FUN!

Paws, Claws, & Hooves II - Abrakadoodle
Grades 1-2                                                              $260

Calling all animal lovers! Bring your imagination and we will provide a
ROAAAAARing experience! Make your favorite animals come to life using

paints, collage, sculpture and more, while learning about animal habits and
habitats. Whether it’s a growl or a meow, it will be FUN!

Art Immersion - Create Arts
Grades PK-2                                                                  $260
Our Art Immersion series takes you on a deep dive into the world of art. This
season it’s all about mixed media! Learn how to work with combinations of

materials and techniques – watercolor, fabric, paper, cardboard, pastels,
pencils, and more – to CREATE a variety of 2D and 3D projects.

Art & Artists - Create Arts
Grades 3-5                                                             $260
Embark on an exciting hands-on journey through the history of art! Explore
various styles and learn about prominent artists of each period. Each week,
students will learn about a new artist, and will create their own artwork with

similar styles and techniques.

Class Types:
Sports (pages 3-4)

Drama (page 5)
Movement and Dance (page 6)

STEAM and STEM (page 7)
Art (pages 8-9)
Cooking (page 10)
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Art Classes

Thursday
Let's Paint! - Ms. Oda Solms  
Grades K-2                                                                  $260

In this creative class, students will draw and paint new artwork each week.
Using watercolor and acrylic, we will create vibrant paintings of animals,

flowers, cityscapes and more. Students will learn a bit about color theory and
various painting techniques along the way. 

Paper Illustration - Mr. Nick Ledyard
Grades 4-5                                                                    $260

With the older, more trained artist’s eye, students will use high quality
papers with more variations in color, allowing us to focus and refine the
texture, form, and value of our work. We will use paper scraps, pre-torn
pieces, and construction paper, but we will add cardstock and its many

variations to our mix. We will hone in on our use of paper, spending some of
our time distinguishing between collaging, which can include many

mediums, and paper illustration, where we attempt to do all of our work
with just paper. During the session, students will invest their time into

mosaics, collages, and paper illustration.
 

Art & Science - Create Arts 
Grades PK-2                                                              $260

Join us at the intersection of art and science, chemistry and creativity,
imagination and experimentation as we explore new materials and

discoveries through process-based art. Using science as our guide, we will
create our own unique works of art. Bring your curiosity and your creativity!

 

Woodworking- Stephen Ortado 
Grades 3-5                                                                 $260

This class will introduce students to the basics of woodworking. Students will
learn how to use tools safety and build fun projects like gifts, toys, and

instruments.

Friday

Class Types:
Sports (pages 3-4)

Drama (page 5)
Movement and Dance (page 6)

STEAM and STEM (page 7)
Art (pages 8-9)
Cooking (page 10)
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Cooking Classes

Rainbow of Flavors - iCOOK Afterschool
Grades 2-5                                                                   $285

This winter, our chefs-in-training will create a variety of recipes that cover the full
spectrum of the rainbow! From Orange Tarts, to Blueberry Cheesecake, to Purple

Coleslaw,  to Rainbow Veggie Kebabs, this session uses a wide array of colorful
ingredients both familiar and new. Foundational cooking skills will be taught,

including proper techniques  for baking, roasting, measuring, mixing, slicing, dicing,
and, of course, kitchen safety!

 

Monday

Little Kookers - Little Kookers
Grades PK-2                                                               $260

In this class, students will learn the basics of slicing,dicing, chopping, mixing,
and measuring. They will masters the skills of the kitchen and learn how to

bake and cook various different foods from all around the world!
 

Tuesday

Thursday

Tiny Chefs - Tiny Chefs
Grades PK-1                                                               $290
Who loves cheeseballs, truffles, and other bite sized snacks?! This winter get ready

for some amazing “ball” shaped goodies. In this unique session, students will
"round 'em up" by creating Popcorn Balls, Snowball Truffles, and Homemade

Meatballs. There's nothing square about this class -let's get the ball rolling!
Friday

Tiny Chefs - Tiny Chefs
Grades 2-5                                                                  $290
Who loves cheeseballs, truffles, and other bite sized snacks?! This winter get

ready for some amazing “ball” shaped goodies. In this unique session,
students will "round 'em up" by creating Popcorn Balls, Snowball Truffles,

and Homemade Meatballs. There's nothing square about this class -let's get
the ball rolling!

Class Types:
Sports (pages 3-4)

Drama (page 5)
Movement and Dance (page 6)

STEAM and STEM (page 7)
Art (pages 8-9)

Cooking (page 10)
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Schedule Overview
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